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SCARCE LARGE FORMAT PRESTON BOOK
373.	PRESTON,CHLOE.THE	PEEK-A-BOOS’	HOLIDAY.  London: Henry Frowde 
/ Hodder & Stoughton [1912].  Oblong folio, cloth backed pictorial boards, corner 
crease on rear board, light cover soil and edge rubbing, a few tiny margin mends, 
really VG+ to near Fine.  The book tells about the travels and adventures of 
Paul, Peter, Plantagenet and Cassandra, four adorable, large-eyed children.  Their 
story is presented in rhyme and there are 18 fabulous, bold color plates.  This 
is a nice copy of a large format picture book which is rarely found in such nice 
condition due to the size of the book.  $1200.00

McLOUGHLIN	SHAPE	BOOK

374.	[PRESTON,CHLOE]illus.	 	 CHUNKY	

COTTAGE. Springfield: McLoughlin, (1929).  

4to, pictorial boards, slight spine wear, VG. A 

SHAPE BOOK, with thick board covers die-

cut in the shape of a house.  Illustrated with 

decorative borders and color illustrations on 

the top of each page depicting the daily life 

of the Chunkies.  This is a Preston piracy of 

her famous British characters.  $350.00

GREAT	STORY	/	CLEVER	ILLUSTRATIONS
375.	(PRICE,LUXOR)illus.CITY	MRS.	WINKLE	BUILT by Helen Fuller Orton.  
NY: F. Stokes 1931 (1931).  
16mo, ($ 1/2 x 6 1/4”), 
pictorial cloth, [88]p., 
slight wear, near Fine.  1st 
edition. The funny story 
about a farmer’s wife who 
never visited the city so her 
husband built a city for her 
on the farm.  Illustrated 
with 10 full page color 
illustrations and pictorial 
endpapers in art deco style 
by Price.  The text is in large, 
easily readable type face.  A 
great story and an uncommon 
title. $150.00

376.	(PRICE,LUXOR)illus.LITTLE	 LOST	 PIGS by Helen Fuller Orton.  
London: W. & R. Chambers, 
no date circa 1925.  
Oblong 7 1/4 x 5 1/4”), 
cloth, 96p., near Fine 
condition.  Illustrated by 
Price with 12 imaginative 
and fanciful plates (6 in 
color including cover not 
repeated in text and 6 
in black and white) plus 
pictorial endpapers.  The 
story printed in a large 
font tells the adventures 
of 2 discontented 
pigs when they leave 
home for a better 
life. $125.00

CUBAN	REVOLUTION	/	FIDEL	AND	CHE
377.	PROPAGANDA.ALBUM	DE	LA	REVOLUCION	CUBANA textos J.M. Picart 
and Mario Jimenez.  Habana, Cuba: Editorial Echevarria circa 1960-1961.  Oblong 
4to, (12 x 8 3/4”), pictorial wraps, 32p., covers worn and several neat margin mends, 
Good-VG and complete.  This album contains a complete set of 268 numbered 
picture cards all of which the children could procure separately by buying cans of 
Felices fruit.  Each card is mounted in a numbered space with a printed caption.  
When complete, it offers the child the Communist version of Cuban history 
picturing the early battles of Fidel, Ernesto “Che” Guevara, Raul Castro and the 
other revolutionaries and ending with Fidel’s triumphant return to Havana in 
1959.  This is a very rare and fascinating bit of children’s propaganda. $4500.00

MARCUS	WARD	PUNCH	&	JUDY
378.	PUNCH	AND	JUDY.PUNCH	&	JUDY	AND	SOME	OF	THEIR	FRIENDS 
by Frederic Weatherley.  
London: Marcus Ward ca 
1880.  Square 8vo, cloth 
backed pictorial boards, 
slight edge rubbing else 
VG+.  Fancifully and 
beautifully illustrated with 
chromolithographs on every 
by PATTY TOWNSEND 
depicting the adventures 
of Punch and Judy.  Also 
featuring the King of 
Hearts and other humanized 
playing cards and kitchen 
utensils. $600.00

PUPPETS – 81, 105, 106, 378

STRIKING	CHROMO	GUIDE	SHEETS	-	CATS	ETC.
379. PUZZLE.CUBE PUZZLE.  This is a charming cube puzzle in its original 
wooden box, complete with 5 chromolithographed guide sheets (and the 6th guide 
is on the cover as issued).  The 12 cubes are housed in the original wooden box 
measuring 8 1/2” x 7” and 2 1/2” high with a hinged wooden lid.  No publication 
information, ca 1880. Some minor wear to paper covering box else VG-Fine.  Each 
of the 6 puzzles depicts various animals at play: 1. 5 adorable cats are frolicking 
around a globe on a table, 2. a dog on a chain is being teased by a monkey, 3. 
Five dogs jealously watch a cockatoo on a perch eat bread in a conservatory, 4. 
a fancy little spaniel lap dog with ribbons in its hair is barking at a ram and 4 
sheep, 5. Four dogs are chasing a cat that is running on top of a brick wall and 6. 
on the box cover are 4 goats beginning to eat a picture on an easel that they’ve 
discovered while a young boy shouts in the distance to shoo them away.  The 
images are playful and this is a wonderful puzzle. $500.00
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NISTER	NOAH’S	ARK	JIGSAW	PUZZLES	IN	BOX
380.	PUZZLE.	 	 TOY	 VILLAGE	 PUZZLE	 BOX	 based on the book by Georgia 
Roberts.  London & NY: Nister & Dutton, no date, circa 1907.  Housed in the 
original box 10 1/2 x 8 1/4” 
are 5 wooden jigsaw puzzles 
with color illustrations by 
Katharine Greenland.  The 
guide sheet for solving the 
puzzles is mounted inside the 
cover and there is a large 
color plate on the cover.  One 
flap is replaced and archival 
strengthening of box else 
really near fine and complete. 
Characters of the story of 
Noah’s Ark are portrayed as 
toys.  A rare and charming 
Nister puzzle.  See Peeps/
Hunt p.108 listing only 4 
puzzles. $800.00

PUZZLES SEE ALSO – 301, 338, 372

	SIGNED	ETCHING	BY	PYLE
381.	PYLE,HOWARD.ETCHING:	ISAAC	WALTON.  This is a large and wonderful 
etching by W.H.W. Bicknell after 
an original by Pyle.  The Bibliophile 
Society had commissioned Pyle to 
create a series of paintings of 
famous authors and bibliophiles 
for a four volume set of books 
by Thomas Frognall Dibden titled 
“Bibliomania or Book Madness.”  
The work was so successful that 
it was decided to have Bicknell 
create etchings of them.  The 
five painting / etching subjects 
are Roger Bacon, Erasmus, Isaac 
Walton, Richard de Bury, and 
Caxton.  Printed by the Bibliophile 
Society in Boston, LIMITED 
TO 302 COPIES SIGNED BY 
PYLE AND BICKNELL.  In this 
etching, Isaac Walton is seated 
on the ground and leaning against 
a tree and reading a book.  The 
image measures 10 1/2 x 18 (17 
1/2 x 24 1/2 with borders), faint 
soil in margins else near Fine 
condition.  Pitz notes that “the 
Albrecht Durer influence, so 
apparent in the drawings from 
Otto of the Silver Hand, crept 
back into this later Bibliophile 
series.” (Howard Pyle p.187-
188).  Executed with beautiful 
detail.  (See Morse & Brinckle 
p.201.  $1350.00

382.	 PYLE,HOWARD.		
THE	 STORY	 OF	 THE	
CHAMPIONS	 OF	 THE	
ROUND	 TABLE.  NY: 
Charles Scribners Sons 1905 
(1905).  4to, (7 x 9 1/2”), 
tan pictorial cloth, some 
wear to spine ends, rear 
hinge rubbed but not weak, 
VG+.  1st ed. of the second 
of Pyle’s Arthurian series, 
featuring many beautiful line 
illustrations.  Quite scarce.  
 $275.00

383.	PYLE,HOWARD.		THE	STORY	OF	THE	GRAIL	AND	THE	PASSING	OF	
ARTHUR. NY: Scribner 1910 (Sept. 1910).  4to, (7 x 9 1/2”), tan gilt and pictorial 
cloth, slight rear hinge rubbing else FINE. 1st ed., written by Pyle and illustrated 
by him with tissue-guarded frontis plus a profusion of beautiful black and whites 
throughout.  This is the last volume in Pyle’s 4 volume Arthurian series and the last 
book that he both wrote and illustrated.  A nice copy and quite scarce.  $300.00
(SEE	ILLUS	DIRECTLY	TO	THE	RIGHT	------>>>>>>>)

384.	(RABIER,BENJAMIN)illus.UN	BON	PETIT	COCHON.  Paris: Garnier Freres 
(1949).  Folio (9 1/2 x 12 1/2”), cloth backed pictorial boards, 37p., near Fine.  Written 
by Rabier as well as illustrated by him with full page and smaller color lithographs 
that almost look hand-colored.  The story features a little pig named Antoine and 
his duck friends Ernest and Ernestine.  A wonderful picture book. $225.00

385.	(RACKHAM,ARTHUR)illus.	 	 THE	 LEGEND	 OF	 SLEEPY	 HOLLOW by 
Washington Irving.  Philadelphia: David McKay, no date [1928].  4to (7 1/2 x 10”), 
brown cloth, pictorial paste-on, top edge gilt, Fine condition IN DUST WRAPPER 
(dw VG+ slightly frayed, closed tear).  1st American edition. Illustrated by 
Rackham with cover plate (this illustration doesn’t appear in the book), pictorial 
endpapers plus 8 beautiful color plates (plus color illustration on the dust 
wrapper same as bookcover).  A companion to Wyeth’s Rip Van Winkle and a 
beautiful copy not often found with the dust wrapper.  $675.00

RACKHAM’S	FIRST	LIMITED	EDITION
	RIP	VAN	WINKLE

386.	(RACKHAM,ARTHUR)illus.RIP	 VAN	 WINKLE by Washington Irving.  
London: Heinemann 1905. Large 4to (9 1/4 x 11 1/4”), full gilt pictorial vellum, 
top edge gilt, original ties present, FINE.  LIMITED TO ONLY 250 NUMBERED 
AND SIGNED COPIES.  Illustrated with 51 incredible tipped-in color plates on 
dark paper with lettered tissue guards plus 2 small black and whites. The most 
wonderful edition of this classic and a very rare Rackham limited edition, being 
his first title to appear in a limited format.  A beautiful copy.   $8500.00

#383
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387.	(RACKHAM,ARTHUR)illus.	 	 GULLIVER’S	 TRAVELS	 by Jonathan Swift.  
London & NY: Dent & Dutton 1909.  Large 4to (9 x 11 3/4”), white cloth stamped 
in gold, rose colored ties, top edge gilt, 291p., Fine condition.  1st Rackham 
edition.  LIMITED TO 750 NUMBERED COPIES SIGNED BY RACKHAM.  
Illustrated by him with pictorial endpapers, 13 guarded color plates plus black 
and whites in-text. This is a very beautiful copy of an uncommon limited edition 
that CONTAINS ONE EXTRA COLOR PLATE FACING PAGE 256 NOT FOUND 
IN THE TRADE EDITION. $3500.00

LIMITED	TO	ONLY	560	COPIES	SIGNED	BY	RACKHAM
388.	(RACKHAM,ARTHUR)illus.INGOLDSBY	 LEGENDS by Thomas Ingoldsby. 
London: Dent 1907.  Large thick 4to, beautifully bound in a contemporary full 
morocco binding with gilt dentelles, all edges gilt, near fine.  LIMITED TO ONLY 
560 SIGNED BY RACKHAM (500 for sale).  Featuring 24 beautiful tipped-in 
color plates mounted on dark paper, 12 full page tinted illustrations and 66 b&w 
drawings plus pictorial endpapers.  A nice copy. $1000.00

SCARCE	RACKHAM	LIMITED	EDITION	/	MORLEY	LETTER	LAID-IN
389. (RACKHAM,ARTHUR)illus.		WHERE	THE	BLUE	BEGINS by Christopher 
Morley.  London: Heinemann [1922].  4to, cloth backed boards, 227p., partially 
unopened,  slightest of cover soil and tips rubbed else near Fine.  LIMITED	TO	
ONLY	175	NUMBERED	COPIES	SIGNED	BY	RACKHAM.  Illustrated with 4 
beautiful and unusual color plates plus fantastic and fanciful black & whites in 
text and pictorial endpapers.  Laid in is a TWO	PAGE	HANDWRITTEN	LETTER	
FROM	MORLEY reading in part: “I’m furiously busy trying to get a novel finished: 
+ I’ll be honest with you, there are a dozen or so books piled up here from various 
cheerful birds and I don’t know when I’ll summon enough energy to write in ‘em 
and pack ‘em up + get ‘em off... I’m really struggling like a hooligan to do a decent 
book and I am so hellishly unsystematic about tying up plays, it sometimes seems 
more than the human will can tackle.”   A special copy. $2850.00
(SEE	ILLUS	DIRECTLY	TO	THE	RIGHT	------>>>>>>>)

390.	(RACKHAM,ARTHUR)illus.	 	 SLEEPING	 BEAUTY by Charles Perrault.  
London & NY: Heinemann & 
Lippincott (1920).  4to, cloth 
backed pictorial boards, 
bottom edge slightly rubbed 
else FINE IN ORIGINAL 
DUST WRAPPER (dw 
frayed).  1st edition.  (Lat. 
/ Hask p.51-2).  Illustrated 
with pictorial endpapers, 
tipped-in color frontis, 
plus many full page and 
in-text lovely silhouettes 
and drawings.  A beautiful 
copy.  $700.00

391.	(RACKHAM,ARTHUR)illus.	 	 THE	 LONESOMEST	 DOLL by Abbie 
Farwell Brown. Boston & 
NY:Houghton Mifflin (1928).  
8vo (6 1/2 x 8 1/2”), tan 
pictorial cloth, slightest 
bit of rear cover soil and 
slight bit of wear to spine 
ends, really VG-Fine. First 
edition thus, illustrated 
by Rackham with color 
pictorial title page plus 3 
full page color illustrations 
in rose and blue and 26 text 
drawings in black and white 
including silhouettes. There 
was no limited edition of 
this book, nor was there 
a British edition. Riall 
p.163.  $700.00

392.	 (RACKHAM,ARTHUR)
illus.MOTHER GOOSE.  NY: 
Century Co., 1913 (1913). 
Thick 4to (7 1/4 x 9 1/2”), 
cloth, pictorial paste-on, 
262p., Fine condition.  1st 
U.S. edition.  Illustrated by 
Rackham with cover plate, 
12 color plates, color title 
page and over 50 marvelous, 
detailed black and whites.  
This is a particularly nice 
copy.  $750.00

RAE,	JOHN	–	438,488

RANSOME, ARTHUR – 441

RECORDS	–	46,	300
#389
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LIMITED	EDITION	ROSENBACH	IN	SLIP	CASE
393. REFERENCE.  EARLY	 AMERICAN	 CHILDREN’S	 BOOKS.  Portland: 
Southworth Press 1933.  Large 4to, (7 3/4 x 10 1/2”), leather backed pictorial 
boards, 354p., Fine in slip 
case (case solid but shows 
signs of wear, overall 
VG).  LIMITED TO ONLY 
585 COPIES SIGNED 
BY ROSENBACH.  This 
is a detailed bibliography 
of Rosenbach’s personal 
collection that is now 
at the Free Library of 
Philadelphia, with several 
illustrations hand-colored 
after the originals.  This 
is an essential reference 
book for collectors 
of earlier children’s 
books.  $650.00

REFERENCE	SEE	ALSO	23,	129	 RELIGION	–	356

FIRST	BOOK	
WRITTEN	&	ILLUSTRATED	BY	

REMINGTON
394.	 REMINGTON,FREDERIC.PONY	
TRACKS.  NY: Harper Bros. 1895 (1895).  
8vo, tan pictorial cloth stamped in gold, 
269p., spine sl. faded, rear hinge neatly 
strengthened, tips sl. rubbed, near fine.  1st 
ed. of the FIRST BOOK WRITTEN AND 
ILLUSTRATED BY REMINGTON. (BAL 
16489). Featuring 70 wonderful illustrations 
by Remington, this is a nice copy of a book 
most often found in very worn condition.
  $600.00

INSCRIBED	TO	ADLAI	STEVENSON	-	HIS	BOOK	
395.	REY,H.A.THE	STARS:	A	NEW	WAY	TO	SEE	THEM.  Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin 1952 (1952).  4to (8 1/2 x 11 1/8”), pictorial cloth, small bit it edge fading 
else a fine copy in dust wrapper (dw has some soil, fraying and a few closed 
tears).  First edition of this beginner guide to the stars, constellations and 
astronomy written by Rey and illustrated by him in blue and black on almost 
every page.  The dust wrapper is double folded.  When opened and unfolded the 
other side is a wall size chart of all of the constellations visible in the Northern 
Latitudes.  What makes this copy special is that it is INSCRIBED BY REY TO 
ADLAI STEVENSON: “TO ADLAI STEVENSON/ MAY HIS STAR RISE! / H.A. 
REY / NOVEMBER 30, 1952.”   Stevenson was governor of Illinois and he twice 
ran for president.  This copy would have been given to him just after he lost his 
first presidential run in 1952.  Rey was an ardent democrat so his admiration of 
Stevenson is natural.  What a great association item. $1750.00

	REY	ABC	BOOK
396.	REY,H.A.		LOOK	FOR	THE	LETTERS:	A	HIDE	AND	SEEK	ALPHABET.  
NY: Harper Brothers (1945). Oblong 4to, (9 3/4 x 8 1/4”), cloth backed pictorial 
boards, slight edge rubbing else VG+ in dust wrapper (dw frayed on edges with 
2 closed tears).  1st ed.  A charming ABC book by the author of the Curious 
George stories, each letter is illustrated in full color, embedded and “hidden” 
in an illustration for the reader to find.  Text pages show the letter becoming a 
human form making it easier for the child to remember.  Rare.  $750.00

	BOXED	VOLLAND	FAIRY	TALE
397.	(RICHARDSON,FREDERICK)illus.	 	 OLD	 OLD	 TALES	 RETOLD: the 
best loved folk stories for 
children.  Chicago: Volland 
1923, thirteenth edition.  
Oblong 4to (11 3/4 x 9”), (51)
p., blue gilt cloth, pictorial 
paste-on, Fine IN ORIGINAL 
BOX (flaps strengthened).   
Includes: Little Red Hen; 
Three Little Pigs; Chicken 
Licken; Old Woman & Her 
Pig; Little Tuppens and more. 
Wonderfully illustrated by 
Richardson with pictorial end 
papers and title page plus 
51 full page richly colored 
illustrations and black & whites 
in-text.  Printed on coated 
paper this is a beautiful copy 
of an uncommon title, rare in 
the box. Richardson see also 
482. $650.00

RILEY,	JAMES	WHITCOMB	-	210

BLUEBIRD	IN	ORIGINAL	BOX
398.	(ROBINSON,F.CAYLEY)illus.		THE	BLUE	BIRD	by Maurice Maeterlinck. 
NY: Dodd Mead 1911 (Oct. 1911). 4to (8 x 10 1/4”), blue cloth extensively 
stamped in gold, pink and blue, top edge gilt, faint crease on 3 corners else VERY 
FINE IN ORIGINAL GLASSINE AND ORIGINAL BOX).  First U.S. Deluxe 
Illustrated edition.  This is a fairy play in six acts, illustrated by Robinson with 
25 very beautiful tipped-in color plates.  A beautiful copy!  $450.00
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399.	(ROBINSON,W.	 HEATH)illus.BEHIND	 THE	 SCENES	 AT	 MOSS	
BROTHERS	 WITH	 HEATH	
ROBINSON.  London: Moss 
Brothers, no date, circa 
1925.  Oblong 4ot (11 5/8 x 
8 1/2”), pictorial wraps, edge 
of cover faded else Fine 
condition.  Featuring 15 fine 
full page half-tone plates 
by Robinson giving a behind 
the scenes look at business 
at Moss Brothers.  They 
are all humorous depictions, 
full of his typical assembly 
line contraptions.  Nice 
copy. $300.00

VERY	SCARCE	CHARLES	ROBINSON	TITLE
400. (ROBINSON,CHARLES)illus.		BROWNIKINS	AND	OTHER	FANCIES by 
Ruth Arkwright.  London: Wells Gardner Darton, no date [1910].  4to (7 3/4 
x 10 1/4”), pictorial cloth, (82)p., slight bit of cover soil, near Fine condition.  
First edition.  Illustrated with a magnificent full color pictorial cover, pictorial 
endpapers, 5 tipped-in color plates plus 35 illustrations in-text.  The text is 
in play format and includes musical notation for songs by J. W. Wilson. The 
subject matter involves dealing with little gnome-like brownies, Japanese 
foundlings, a Dutch St. Nicholas, and a Baby New Year.  This is a beautiful copy 
of a rare Robinson title.   $1200.00

CHARLES	ROBINSON	BOOK	OF	TRADES
401.	(ROBINSON,CHARLES)illus.JACK	OF	ALL	TRADES by J.J. Bell.  London: 
John Lane 1900.  4to (7 x 9 3/4”), pictorial cloth, near  fine condition.  A rare 
Robinson book, this is illustrated in bold flat colors on every other page to accompany 
verses on a variety of trades. The is a striking pictorial cover by him as well.  A 
companion in format to his New Noah’s Ark and quite wonderful.  $1200.00

IN	RARE	PUBLISHER’S	LEATHER	BINDING
402.	(ROBINSON,CHARLES)illus.		THE	SENSITIVE	PLANT	by Percy Bysshe 
Shelley. London & Philadelphia: Heinemann & Lippincott, no date [1911] printed 
in England.  4to (8 x 10 1/2”), PUBLISHER’S FULL MAROON LEATHER WITH 
ELABORATE GILT PICTORIAL DESIGN on cover and spine, top edge gilt.  Slight 
inconspicuous rubbing on rear cover else near fine.  1st edition. Illustrated by 
Robinson with pictorial endpapers, 18 tipped-in color plates with tissue guards, 
plus illustrations on each page of text.  Printed on heavy coated stock, this is a 
magnificent copy of a lavishly produced book.  This leather edition is scarce, most 
likely done by the publisher for presentation.  $1200.00

McLOUGHLIN	PIRACY

403.	 [ROBINSON,CHARLES]illus.THE	

DEATH	 AND	 BURIAL	 OF	 COCK	 ROBIN.  

NY: McLoughlin Bros., no date, circa 1915.  

8vo (5 3/8 x 7 3/4”), pictorial cloth, Fine 

condition.  Illustrated by Robinson with color 

cover plus full color and 2-color illustrations 

in-text to accompany the title rhyme plus a 

few others.  No credit given to Robinson as 

the illustrator.  $125.00

FIRST	BOOK	OF	THE	DOMINO	PRESS
404.	(ROJANKOVSKY,FEDOR)illus.	 	 DANIEL	 BOONE:	 HISTORIC	
ADVENTURES	 OF	 AN	 AMERICAN	 HUNTER	 AMONG	 THE	 INDIANS.	 
Paris: Domino Press (1931). Folio, cloth backed pictorial boards, FINE.  First 
English language edition of this landmark book.  Edited by Esther Averill and 
Lila Stanley, this was the first children’s book produced by the Domino Press.  
Illustrated with beautiful color lithographs throughout, this is “ a unique first 
book in American history” (Bader p. 119).  A beautiful copy.  $550.00
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SIGNED	BY	ROJANKOVSKY
405.	(ROJANKOVSKY,FEODOR)illus.	 	THE	ELEPHANT’S	CHILD	by Rudyard 
Kipling.  NY: Garden City Pub. Co. (1942).  4to (7 x 9 3/8”), pictorial boards, Fine 
in slightly worn dust wrapper.  This is a “Just So Story Book” produced by the 
Artists and Writers Guild and wonderfully illustrated throughout with color and 
black and white lithos.  THIS COPY IS INSCRIBED BY ROJANKOVSKY who 
signed very few books during his career.  $225.00

WONDERFUL	HUMANIZED	FLOWERS
406.	(ROSS,PENNY)illus.	 THE	 FLOWER	 BABIES’BOOK by Anna M.Scott. 
Chicago: Rand McNally (1914). Moire backed pictorial boards, As New in 
publisher’s pictorial box (light shelf wear to box). 1st edition.  Illustrated by 
Ross with incredible color, anthropomorphized cherubs - flowers portrayed 
as humans and with a touch of humor as well.  This beautiful book is another 
successful collaboration of Scott and Ross who also did Volland’s A Year With 
The Fairies. Very Scarce, especially in the box.  $750.00

1ST	ED.	1	OF	ONLY	25	COPIES	
WITH	ORIGINAL	DRAWING

407.	ROWLING,J.K.HARRY	 POTTER	 AND	 THE	 GOBLET	 OF	 FIRE.  (NY): 
Scholastic Press (2000).  As new in as new dust wrapper.  1st American printing 
of the fourth Harry Potter book, illustrated by Mary Grandpre.  THIS COPY IS 
ONE OF ONLY 25 SPECIAL COPIES WITH AN ORIGINAL FULL PAGE COLOR 
DRAWING OF HARRY POTTER BY MARY GRANDPRE!  Executed on the half-
title there is a wonderful full color drawing of Harry.  WINNER OF THE 2001 
HUGO AWARD FOR BEST SCIENCE FICTION NOVEL. $3850.00

RARE	GOLF	JUVENILE	PUBLISHED	BY	ROYCROFTERS
408.	ROYCROFTERS.BUMPS	THE	GOLFBALL	KID	AND	LITTLE	CADDIE by 
Valerie McMahan.   East Aurora, N.Y.: The Roycrofters (1929).  4to, pictorial 
cloth, [89]p., slight cover soil and slight wear to spine ends else VG+.  1st 
edition (book came out in 2 formats red cloth with pictorial dust wrapper and 
pictorial boards).  The story tells the tale of Freckles, a mean young boy who 
is a caddie, and what happens when he encounters the Good Fairy and the 
BUMPSIES WHO ARE HUMANIZED GOLFBALLS who set out to teach him a 
lesson.  Fabulously illustrated by the author with 12 full page and 5 half-page 
color illustrations plus 9 full page black &whites as well as smaller black & 
whites in text and bold full color endpapers mounted on linen. An imaginative 
and unique treatment of a children’s tale and very, very scarce - avidly sought 
after by golf collectors, Roycrofters collectors and children’s books collectors 
as well. 		(SEE	ALSO	REAR	COVER) $1250.00
(SEE	ILLUS	DIRECTLY	TO	THE	RIGHT	-------->>>>>>)

CHARUSHIN’S	ANIMALS
409.	RUSSIAN.(CHARUSHIN)	 ZHIBOTNYI	 ZHARKIX	 STRAH	 [ANIMALS	
FROM	 HOT	 COUNTRIES] 
by E. Charushin.  Ogiz, 
Detisdat 1935.  4to (8 3/4 
x 11 1/8”), pictorial wraps, 
corner crease, light soil, 
VG.  Written by Charushin 
and illustrated by him as 
well with lovely full page 
chromolithographs of 
animals that live in hot 
climates.  See Leveque: 
Dictionnaire p.266-9 for 
others. $300.00

CHARUSHIN
410.	 RUSSIAN.
(CHARUSHIN)	 ZVERI	
ZHARKIKH	I	KHOLODNYA	
STRAN [BEASTS 
FROM HOT AND COLD 
CLIMATES].  Detizdat, 
1938.  8vo (6 1/2 x 8 3/8”), 
pictorial wraps, slight soil, 
VG+.  Illustrated by Eugeni 
Charushin with charming 
color lithographs of wild 
animals from the jungle to 
the Arctic.  Charushin was 
the preeminent illustrator of 
animals in books for children.  
See Leveque: Dictionnaire 
p.264-9 for others.   $400.00

411.	RUSSIAN.(KURDOD,V.)	GDE	RAKI	ZIMUYIT	[WHERE	LOBSTERS	LIVE] 
by V. Bianki.  Detizdat, 1936.  4to (6 7/8 x 9”), pictorial wraps, some spine and 
cover wear, VG.  Illustrated by V. Kurdov with full page black and white lithos 
showing a large lobster interacting with other land animals like a kitten.  Kurdov 
was a graphic artist who specialized in children’s books with animals.  His more 
realistic style suited the government ideal.  See Lemmens / Stommels Russian 
Artists p.172-4 pictured and Leveque: Dictionnaire p. 128. $300,00

RARE	BOOK	IN	TATAR	LANGUAGE
412.	RUSSIAN.(SAFONOVA)	 POVAR	 NA	 VES’GOROD	 [A	 KITCHEN	 FOR	
THE	CITY]	by Gabbe & Zadounaiskaya. Originally published in 1934, this copy 
is written in Tatar, the language of one of the Soviet satellite countries, and is 
dated 1936.  4to (6 3/4 x 9 1/2”), pictorial wraps, some cover soil and wear, a 
few pages opened roughly, VG. The Russian language edition is illustrated in 2 
colors.  This version has full page and smaller black and whites by Elena Safonova 
depicting how much work is needed in the kitchen in order to feed the masses.  
See Leveque: Dictionnaire p.243 for Russian edition. $450.00

#408

#411 #412
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POLITICAL	SATIRE	WITH	DOLLS
413.	RUSSIAN.STARBYE	 KUKPI	
[OLD	 DOLLS] by Bednyi (pseud. Efim 
Alekseevich Pridvorov).  1931. 4to, pictorial 
wraps, light spine and cover wear, VG.  
Illus. by Koukryniksi with full page satirical 
portrayals ridiculing the political figures of 
the past.  Koukryniksi is a composite name 
for 3 famous Soviet illustrators who were 
satirists, poster designers and painters 
whose names were Mikhail KOUriyanov, 
Porfiry KRYlov and NIKolai Sokolov.  
Quite striking.  See Leveque Dictionnaire 
p. 120. $850.00

VASNETZOV	&	CHUKOVSKI
414.	RUSSIAN.(VASNETZOV)	POUTANITSA	[CONFUSION] by K. Chukovski.  
Leningrad: Ogiz 1934. 8vo (6 
x 7 3/4”), pictorial wraps, 
light edge wear, near Fine. 
Poems by Chukovski are 
illustrated in color by Yuri 
Vasnetzov with whimsy and 
a touch of fantasy.  There 
is an animal that is half dog 
and half rooster, a black 
cat is in a cage with mice on 
the outside looking in and 
there are many more unusual 
images.  See Kuznecov 
p. 72. $400,00

RUSSIAN	SEE	ALSO	353,	441

	MOVEABLE	“ALICE”	*	“RIP”	*	“TREASURE	ISLAND”
IN	BOX

415.	SARG,TONY.TONY	SARG’S	TREASURE	BOOK.  NY:B.F. Jay 1942.  Folio, 
the balloon that represents a nose in one picture is gone as usual else FINE IN 
ORIGINAL PICTORIAL BOX! (box with a few minor neat mends)  Containing 
ALICE	 IN	WONDERLAND,	 RIP	 VAN	WINKLE	 AND	 TREASURE	 ISLAND 
illustrated in color by Sarg on every page.  The construction of this book is 
unique, actually being a hinged box 3” thick, 9 1/2” wide and 11 1/2 “ high with 22 
pages of text. The cover has two cavities containing moveable actions and each 
story features MOVEABLE WHEELS OR NOVELTIES: the cover has a moveable 
wheel, The Mad Hatter Tips His Hat, Rip drinks from a jug, there is a removable 
invitation to Alice’s Tea Party, a fishing pole with a moveable line in Rip Van 
Winkle.  Treasure Island has a removable treasure map, a net bag with jewels 
and removable apples from an apple barrel.  In his book Paper Toys of the World, 
Blair Whitton discusses this work and provide an illustration. (p.77-78).  This is 
quite scarce, especially so in such fine condition with the box.    $850.00

A	WORLD	RUN	BY	PIGS
416.	SATIRE.TRUE	 AND	 ROMANTIC	 HISTORY	 OF	 WILLIAM	 PIGG,	
ESQUIRE,	M.P.	FOR	HAM(P)SHIRE the poetical accompaniment by the Rev. 
H.A. Martin.  London: Kerby and Endean 1879.  4to (7 1/2 x 10”), green gilt 
pictorial cloth, 79p., new rear endpaper and some rubbing and wear to spine ends 
else clean tight and VG.  The clever text in verse was written to illustrate the 
drawings which are the star 
of the book.  The first part 
of the book is a reworking 
of the Three Little Pigs and 
the second part follows the 
life of the surviving pig as he 
matures, marries, becomes a 
member of Parliament, has 
life threatening  problems 
he ultimately surmounts 
and goes on to live a happy 
life.  Each page of text 
faces a fantastic full page 
black & white drawing by 
Ellis full of detail that 
bring this world of pigs to 
life.  There is a decorative 
border on all pages.  
Rare. $600.00

SIGNED	WITH	DRAWING
417.	SCIESZKA,JON.TRUE	STORY	OF	THE	3	LITTLE	PIGS by A. Wolf as told 
to Jon Scieszka.  NY: Viking 
Kestrel (1989).  4to (8 3/4 
x 10 3/4”), pictorial boards, 
As new in dust wrapper. 1st 
edition (1st printing).  The 
true story of the 3 pigs 
from the wolf’s point of view 
is illustrated with fantastic 
full page color illustrations 
by Lane Smith.  THIS COPY 
IS SIGNED BY SCIESZKA, 
“A. WOLF” AND SMITH 
AND HAS A CHARMING 2 
INCH DRAWING OF A PIG.  
This is a great version of this 
fairy tale and a great copy 
as well. $200.00

SCOTT,	WILLIAM	PUBLISHER	78,	80,	81

	BOXED	VOLLAND	
418.	SCOTT,JANET	 LAURA.ROUND	 THE	 WORLD	 WE	 SAIL.  Minneapolis: 
Gordon VOLLAND / BUZZA no date, circa 1930.  Oblong. 4to, cloth backed thick 
boards, AS NEW IN ORIGINAL BOX (box flaps neatly repaired).  Each page is 
mounted on thick boards and features stunning, full color illustrations on every 
page in Scott’s bold ART DECO STYLE.  Rare in the box. $500.00

SCRIBNER	CLASSICS	-	337

419.	(SENDAK,MAURICE)illus.	 CHARLOTTE	 AND	 THE	 WHITE	 HORSE by 
Ruth Krauss.  NY: Harper & Brothers (1955).  12mo (5 1/4 x 6 5/8”), cloth 
backed pictorial boards, Fine condition in dust wrapper dw with price intact.  
First edition.   Illustrated in color on every page by Sendak.  An especially nice 
copy of an early and scarce Sendak title.  $650.00
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SCARCE	SENDAK	BOOK
420.	(SENDAK,MAURICE)illus.HOW	 LITTLE	 LORI	 VISITED	 TIMES	
SQUARE by Amos Vogel.  NY: Harper Row (1963).  Oblong 8vo (7 3/4 x 5 
1/2”), pictorial boards, Fine condition in dust wrapper (dw slightest of wear 
at head of spine else fine).  Stated first edition.  Featuring wonderful color 
illustrations by Sendak, most of which span the pages.  This is a beautiful copy 
of a very hard-to-find Sendak first edition.  Hanrahan A57. $650.00

UNUSUALLY	FINE	COPY
421.	(SENDAK,MAURICE)illus.	 	 I’LL	 BE	 YOU	 AND	 YOU	 BE	 ME by Ruth 
Krauss. NY: Harper & Brothers (1954).  4to (7 3/4 x 9 1/4”), cloth backed 
pictorial boards, Fine in fine dust wrapper. 1st edition of this very early Sendak 
title, illustrated with color pictorial endpapers and charming black and whites on 
almost every page.  Nice copy.  $500.00

422.	(SENDAK,MAURICE)illus.MR.	RABBIT	AND	THE	LOVELY	PRESENT by 
Charlotte Zolotow.  NY: Harper & Row (1962).  Oblong 8vo (8 1/8 x 7”), pictorial 
boards, Fine condition in dust wrapper. 1st edition.  (correct price).  Mr. Rabbit 
helps the little girl select just the right present for her mother.  Illustrated in 
full color with each page of simple text faced with a full page color illustration.  
A beautiful copy of the very scarce first edition. $750.00

423.	(SENDAK,MAURICE)illus.SARAH’S	ROOM by Doris Orgel.  NY: Harper & Row 
(1963).  12mo, (4 x 6”), pictorial cloth, Fine in fine dust wrapper with price intact.  1st 
edition.   Wonderfully illustrated in color by Sendak.  Hanrahan A54.  $750.00

	SENDAK	AND	
CAPTAIN	KANGAROO

424.	 (SENDAK,MAURICE)
illus.		SHE	LOVES	ME	SHE	
LOVES	ME	NOT by Robert 
Keeshan.  NY: Harper & 
Row (1963).  16mo, pictorial 
boards, Fine condition in dust 
wrapper (dw slightly worn, 
near fine).  1st edition with 
correct price.  Written by 
CAPTAIN KANGAROO (Bob 
Keeshan) and illustrated 
in color on every page by 
Sendak.  The text is printed 
in a range of colors.    $350.00

SEUSS’	FIRST	BOOK	FOR	CHILDREN
425.	SEUSS,DR.	 	 AND	 TO	 THINK	 THAT	 I	 SAW	 IT	 ON	 MULBERRY	
STREET.  NY: Vanguard Press 1937 (1937). 4to, pictorial boards, edges 
lightly rubbed and small repair to fragile paper at head of spine else near Fine 
in chipped dw with some mends and a 3x3”piece off upper left corner) Boy’s 
shorts on cover of book and dw white instead of blue earliest issue.  FIRST 
EDITION OF SEUSS’S FIRST BOOK FOR CHILDREN!   Brightly illustrated in 
color throughout.  Rare in the dw.  $4750.00

SCARCE	TITLE
426.	SEUSS,DR.GREAT	DAY	FOR	UP.  NY: Random House (1974).  8vo, glazed 
pictorial boards, some wear at gutter ends else VG+.  1st ed. (code 1-0).  A Bright 
and Early Beginner Book, written by Seuss and illustrated by QUENTIN BLAKE 
- a great combination.  Very scarce.  Younger 26 $900.00

SAM	I	AM	-	1st	STATE	OF	GREEN	EGGS	AND	HAM
427.	SEUSS,DR.GREEN	 EGGS	 AND	 HAM.  NY: Random House 1960.  8vo, 
orange glazed pictorial boards, Fine in dust wrapper (3/4” piece off top of spine, 
bottom of spine frayed, some soil). 1st ed. of this scarce Beginner Book, 1st 
state with the 50 Word Vocabulary on dust wrapper present as a sticker - one of 
Seuss’s most popular and well known titles. Younger / Hirsch 27. $3500.00

ONE OF THE RAREST 
SEUSS	FIRST	EDITIONS

428.	[SEUSS,DR].HOOPER	HUMPERDINK	
...?	 	 NOT	 HIM	 ! by Theo. LeSieg [a 
pseudonym of Dr. Seuss’). NY: Random 
House (1976).   8vo (6 3/4 x 9 1/4”), glazed 
pictorial boards, spine ends rubbed and 
bumped  otherwise VG++.  First edition of this 
Bright & Easy Book (correct number code).  
Illustrated by Charles A Martin.  Despite 
its late date this is one of the scarcest 
Seuss first editions.  Younger / Hirsch 
29. $1250.00
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429.	SEUSS,DR.I	AM	NOT	GOING	TO	GET	UP	TODAY!  NY: Random House / 
Beginner Books (1987). Small 4to, glazed pictorial boards, Fine.  1st edition with 
number code 1-0 on copyright page.  Written by Seuss and illustrated in color by 
James Stevenson.  Younger / Hirsch 36. $200.00

SIGNED	BY	SEUSS
430.	SEUSS,DR.I	 CAN	 LICK	 30	
TIGERS	 TODAY.  NY: Random House 
(1969).  4to, (8 1/4 x 11 1/4”), pictorial 
cloth, slightest of cover soil else near 
Fine.  1st ed.  SIGNED BY SEUSS!  
Starring the Cat In The Hat and brightly 
illustrated in color on every page.  A 
very scarce Seuss 1st.  Younger / Hirsch 
38. $1500.00

431.	SEUSS,DR.SCRAMBLED	 EGGS	
SUPER!  NY: Random House (1953).  Large 
4to, pictorial boards, fine in dust wrapper 
with small triangular piece off bottom 
of rear panel and some chips.  1st ed.  
Peter T. Hooper decides to jazz up his 
scrambled eggs and creates scrambled 
-eggs -super -dee -dooper -dee booper!  
Great color illustrations.  Younger / Hirsch 
68.  $875.00

SEWELL,	ANNA	-	32

BEAUTIFUL	SEWELL	
ORIGINAL	ART

432.	 SEWELL,HELEN.		
ORIGINAL	 ART:	 CHRISTMAS	
ANGELS.  Offered here is a large 
and lovely Sewell original.  The 
visible image measures 10 3/4” 
wide x 15” high, matted and framed 
to 17 x 21”.  The subject is a non-
religious Christmas scene with 
6 little angels circling a glowing 
candle. One holds a toy rocking 
horse, another has a toy lamb and 
one has a basket of apples. Stars 
in the night sky are twinkling 
through the curtained window and 
a few branches of the Christmas 
tree with decorations are on the 
side.  Done with white paint and 
pencil in several shades of black 
and grey on a tan background.  
The level of detail is amazing. Not 
dated with no visible signature, but 
based upon the style this is her 
early period, circa 1930. Sewell 
was a highly regarded and prolific 
American illustrator probably best 
known as the original illustrator of 
Laura Ingalls Wilder “Little House” 
books.  This is a truly beautiful 
piece, very evocative of the 
season. $1500.00

FLAPPER	DOLL	SHAPE	BOOK

433.	SHAPE	BOOK.DOLLIE:	A	SPLASHME	

DOLL	 BOOK by Gene George.  NY: Stokes 

1920.  4to, pictorial card covers die-cut 

in the shape of the doll, spine repaired 

and some shelf wear, VG.  The story is in 

verse about a group of “Splashme” dolls.  

Illustrated by the author with double 

page color spread and in line on every 

page - all showing real 1920’s flapper-type 

dolls. $250.00

BOOK	OF	TRADES	SHAPED	LIKE	A	TOOL	BOX	WITH	HANDLES
434.	SHAPE	BOOK.THE	FIX-IT	BOOK by Jeffrey Victor.  NY: Will Roberts 
1949.  4to, thick card covers die-cut in the shape of a tool box with handles, fine.  
Illustrated in color by Jeanne Bendick to accompany text that describes various 
trades from plumber to brick layer.  A GREAT 40’s piece. $250.00

DENSLOW	IMITATION
MARVELOUS	PIG	SHAPE	BOOK

435.  SHAPE	 BOOK.THE	 FOUR	 LITTLE	
PIGGIES.  Chicago: Ideal Book Builders 1913.  4to 
(7 1/4 x 10 1/2”), cloth backed pictorial boards, 
slight cover rubbing else VG+.  The entire book 
is die-cut in the shape of a fat piggie pictured on 
both covers.  Inside, every page has marvelous 
color illustrations in a Denslow-like style.  The 
text is in verse.  A really great picture book.
 $375.00
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CAT SHAPE BOOK
436.	SHAPE	 BOOK.TOPSY	TABBYKINS.  Akron: Saalfield 1927.  4to (6 x 10 
3/4”), pictorial card covers die cut in the shape of a cat, some  light wear, VG+.  
Wonderfully illustrated in color filling every page, the text is superimposed on 
the pictures.  Charming.   $200.00

THIS	LITTLE	PIG	WENT	TO	MARKET
437.	SHAPE	BOOK.LITTLE	PIGGY.  No publisher, designed and printed in England, 
no date, circa 1920.  5 1/2” wide x 9 1/2”, pictorial wraps, rear cover soil else 
VG+.  Die-cut in the shape of a plump pig, the text is an expanded version of This 
Little Pig Went To Market.  Featuring 4 fine full page color illustrations by Leigh 
Kidman plus 2 full page illustrations in line meant to be painted and other full page 
pictures in 2-color.  A charming version of this Mother Goose rhyme. $200.00

SHAPED	LIKE	A	SHOE	-	
MOTHER GOOSE

438.	SHAPE	 BOOK.THE	 OLD	
WOMAN	 WHO	 LIVED	 IN	 A	
SHOE retold by F. Weatherly.  
London: Hildesheimer & Faulkner 
and NY: Geo. Whitney, circa 
1900.  4to, (9” wide x 6”) ribbon 
ties, die-cut in the shape of a 
shoe with the old Woman and her 
children on the cover.  Slight bit 
of soiling otherwise near Fine.  
Illustrated with full page chromos 
by Edith Berkeley to accompany 
the rhyme retold by Weatherly.  
Rare. $750.00

439.	SHAPE	 BOOK.PIGGY’S	
CRUISE.  Printed in England, 
pub. by B.B.Ltd, no date, 
circa 1920. Narrow 8vo 
(3 1/4 x 8 1/2”), flexible 
pictorial card covers, near 
fine.  Die-cut in the shape of 
a humanized pig.  This is the 
story told in verse of Piggy 
Wee and Bunty Bear who set 
out on a cruise.  Illustrated 
with 6 richly color pages 
and in blue line on other 
pages. $60.00

SHAPE BOOKS ALSO 2, 134, 172, 234, 283, 299, 374

SHELLEY,	PERCY	BYSSHE	–	402

ONE	OF	ONLY	25	COPIES
440.	(SHEPARD,MORGAN).OVER	IN	THE	MEADOW	by Olive Wadsworth.  San 
Francisco: Morgan Shepard Company 1906.  4to (7 1/2 x 10”), pictorial boards, 
light edge rubbing else VG-Fine.  This traditional counting rhyme is illustrated 
with charming color wood block prints on every page by Harold Sichel.  It is 
also set to music with 2 pages of musical notation by Mabel Hill.  This copy is 

ONE OF ONLY 25 NUMBERED COPIES SPECIALLY BOUND AND PRINTED for 
Margeurite Richardson Wood in appreciation for her assistance in developing 
this book.  Morgan Shepard was a man of many talents.  He was a partner with 
Paul Elder in forming the publishing firm of Elder & Shepard in San Francisco 
from 1898 - 1903 at which time he left and published a very few books under his 
own name, this title being one of them.  The rest of his life Shepard was best 
known as John Martin, a publisher of many children’s books.  This is a special 
children’s book, rare in this limited edition. $400.00

SHINN,	EVERETT	-	98

CALDECOTT	AWARD	WINNER
441.	 (SHULEVITZ,URI)illus.		
FOOL	 OF	 THE	 WORLD	 AND	
THE	 FLYING	 SHIP retold by 
A. Ransome.  NY: Farrar Strauss 
Giroux (1968).  Oblong 4to, (10 
1/2 x 9 1/4”), cloth, Fine in dust 
wrapper with price intact (spine 
ends chipped, a few closed tears, 
VG).  1st ed. of this CALDECOTT 
AWARD WINNER.  A Russian folk 
tale beautifully illustrated in color 
by Shulevitz.   $600.00

FIVE	LITTLE	PEPPERS

442.	SIDNEY,MARGARET.FIVE	 LITTLE	

PEPPERS AT SCHOOL by Margaret Sidney.  

Boston: Lothrop Pub. Co. (Nov. 1903).  8vo 

(5 1/2 x 7 1/4”), green pictorial cloth with 

gilt lettering, 453p., slight fading in tiny 

areas on rear cover else Fine.  First edition.  

This is the eighth Five Little Pepper book, 

illustrated in black & white by Hermann 

Heyer.    $275.00

SIGNED	and/or	LIMITED	–	33,	35,	53,	63,	94,	101,	107-8,	114,	117,	118,	141,
       143, 156, 157, 160, 184, 188, 189, 197, 198, 215, 216, 220, 241, 248-253, 
       265, 267, 272, 287, 290, 295, 310, 313, 316, 326, 329, 334, 336, 354, 355,
       381, 386, 387, 388, 389, 393, 395, 405, 407, 417, 430, 440, 455, 459, 461, 
       463, 464, 471, 473, 476, 485, 493, 496

SILHOUETTES	-	164

#440
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SILVERSTEIN’S	FRIST	BOOK	IN	ORIGINAL	MAILER
443.	SILVERSTEIN,SHEL.TAKE	TEN a collection of cartoons.  (Tokyo): Pacific 
Stars and Stripes, 1955.  Small 8vo (5 1/4 x 7 1/2”), pictorial boards, AS NEW in 
original pictorial mailer.  First edition of Silverstein’s first book.  While he was in the 
army in Korea, Silverstein had cartoons published in the military magazine Pacific 
Stars and Stripes.  This book gathers all of the cartoons together in one book, his 
first.  This is a brilliant copy in the rare pictorial cardboard mailer. $3000.00

FANTASTIC	SMITH	ORIGINAL	ART
444.	SMITH,E.BOYD.ORIGINAL	 ART:	 ANOTHER	 OUTLINE,	 OR	 THE	
STRANGE	 STORY	 OF	 DENNIS	 THE	 O’GEOGHEGAN.  Offered here is an 
original watercolor done by Smith for an unpublished book. Done in the same 
size and format of his Early Life of Mr. Man, circa 1910.  It measures 11 1/2” 
wide by 9 3/4” high and is matted with the visible image measuring 10” x 8 
1/2”.  The image is a tongue in cheek look at evolution with a simian (gorilla) 
portrait side by side with a human portrait whose face shows that we haven’t 
evolved too much from the monkeys. O’Geoghegan is so clearly an Irish name that 
this could be Smith’s insult, hopefully with good humor rather than with malice.  
Both portraits are embedded in the evolutionary tree. Below this are various 
prehistoric animals including dinosaurs and a mastodon.  Typical of Smith’s work 
but with more of an edge resulting in a piece that is fun to look at. Smith has 
a prominent place in the history of American picture books. In the Brooklyn 
Public Library’s on-line exhibit they note that with his first 2 picture books “it 
immediately established him, along side Howard Pyle and Jessie Willcox Smith as 
one of America’s leading illustrators for the young.” $1950.00

445.	SMITH,E.BOYD.		THE	SEASHORE	BOOK.	 Boston: Houghton Mifflin 1912 
(Sept. 1912). Oblong 4to, cloth, pictorial paste-on, slight edge rubbing and fading 
of covers, near fine.  1st ed.  Illustrated by Smith with pictorial endpapers, 
lovely color plates opposite each page of text, plus many black and whites in text.  
Story is by Smith as well.  A nice copy, rare in the first edition.  $325.00

SMITH,	E.	BOYD	SEE	ALSO	222

THE	RAREST	SMITH	BOOK
446.	(SMITH,JESSIE	WILLCOX)illus.WHEN	CHRISTMAS	COMES	AROUND 
by Priscilla Underwood.  NY: Duffield 1915 (1915).  4to (10 1/2 x 11 1/2”), cloth 
backed pictorial boards, tips worn and margin of one plate creased else a clean, 
tight, VG+ copy with minimal cover scratching. 1st edition of this large picture 
book, similar in size and format to the Bedtime Book and Rhymes of Real 
Children.  Illustrated by Smith with pictorial endpapers, 6 beautiful large color 
plates plus smaller illustrations in orange all throughout the text.  A beautiful 
copy of the rarest of all of her titles. $2250.00

SMITH’S	LITTLE	MOTHER	GOOSE	IN	DUSTWRAPPER
447.	(SMITH,JESSIE	WILLCOX)illus.		THE	LITTLE	MOTHER	GOOSE.	 NY: 
Dodd Mead (1918).  Oblong 8vo (8 x 5 7/8”), black cloth, pictorial paste-on with 
gold background, 176p., FINE IN DUST WRAPPER (dw with a few tiny edge tears 
else VG+).  1st edition of the Little Mother Goose, with more than 200 nursery 
rhymes.  Illustrated by Smith with cover plate plus 12 color plates in text and 
many charming black and white line illustrations.  This is a magnificent copy. 
Scarce in any condition but especially so in wrapper.  $700.00
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448.	 (SMITH,JESSIE	
WILLCOX)illus.		A	CHILD’S	
BOOK	 OF	 OLD	 VERSES 
selected and illustrated by 
Smith.  NY: Duffield, 1910. 
4to (7 1/2 x 9 1/2”), blue 
gilt lettered cloth, pictorial 
paste-on, top edge gilt.  Cover 
plate rubbed else Fine.  First 
edition. Many classic poems 
are illustrated by Smith 
with pictorial endpapers, 
cover plate, 10 color plates 
with lettered tissue guards, 
plus black and whites in 
text.  An unusually nice 
copy.  $600.00

SMITH	AND	OAKLEY
449.	(SMITH,JESSIE	WILLCOX)	[and]	(VIOLET	OAKLEY)	illus.		EVANGELINE	
by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.  Boston: Houghton Mifflin 1897.  8vo, (6 x 8 
3/4”), blue gilt cloth, top edge gilt, endpaper worn where bookplate was removed 
else Fine condition. First edition, 2nd issue in variant color cloth not in Nudelman.  
Illustrated with 10 lovely chromolithographs by both JESSIE WILLCOX SMITH 
AND VIOLET OAKLEY (5 by each).  Howard Pyle arranged for the two women, who 
were then his students, to illustrate this classic, and he also wrote the preface 
to the book.  A nice copy of a super Brandywine item.  Nudelman A3. $300.00

SMOKING	–	346														SPANISH	–	155,	158	 SPERRY,	ARMSTRONG	-	68

450.	STEIG,WILLIAM.THE	 AMAZING	 BONE.  NY: Farrar Straus Giroux 
(1976).  4to (9 x 11”), cloth, Fine condition in dust wrapper (dw with some 
spotting, award seal).  Stated First edition (first printing).  Pearl, a delightful 
pig, strikes up a friendship with a magical talking bone.  Great color illustrations 
on each page.  Caldecott Honor. $175.00

451.	STEIG,WILLIAM.FARMER	PALMER’S	WAGON	RIDE.  NY: Farrar Straus 
&Giroux (1974).  4to (8 3/4 x 10 5/8”), cloth, Fine in near Fine dust wrapper.  
Stated 1st edition (first printing). Featuring piggie Farmer Palmer and his donkey 
assistant Ebenezer, wonderfully illustrated in color by Steig.  Scarce in such fine 
condition $125.00

STEPHENS,	JAMES	–	253,	272

IN	THE	STYLE	OF	NIELSEN
452.	(STERRETT,VIRGINIA)illus.		ARABIAN	NIGHTS edited by Hildegarde 
Hawthorne.  Philadelphia: Penn Publishing Co. (1928).  Large thick 4to (9 1/4 

x 11 1/4”), 308p.,blue gilt cloth, pictorial 
paste-on, spine lettering dulled else VG+.  
1st edition.  Illustrated by Sterrett in a 
style similar to Nielsen and Dulac with cover 
plate, pictorial endpapers and title page, 16 
magnificent color plates and 20 partial page 
black and whites.  Arabian Nights proved to 
be Sterrett’s last book, done while she was in 
a sanitarium for her tuberculosis.  Although 
she recovered from this bout, it recurred 
and she died in 1931 at the age of 31.  
Sterrett’s style is well suited to the stories 
of the Arabian Nights and this is a nice 
copy.   $950.00

RARE	&	BEAUTIFUL	CHILD’S	GARDEN	OF	VERSES
453.	STEVENSON,ROBERT	LOUIS.		A	CHILD’S	GARDEN	OF	VERSES.  NY: 
R.H. RUSSELL (1900).  Large square 4to (12x12”), blue pictorial boards, tips and 
spine ends lightly rubbed else Fine. 1st edition of perhaps the most lavish of all 
illustrated versions of these poems and possibly the first edition of these poems 
with color illustrations.  This edition is illustrated by E.MARS and M.H. SQUIRE 
with lovely full page color plates and full page black and whites plus a profusion 
of text illustrations.  The book is printed on heavy glossy stock and is truly 
beautiful. (This version was later issued in a much smaller and greatly abridged 
format).  Due to the nature of the binding and its large size, very few copies of 
this edition survive in collectible condition.  $1850.00

454.	STEVENSON,ROBERT	 LOUIS.	 	 A	
CHILD’S	 GARDEN	 OF	 VERSES.	  Philadelphia: 
Henry Altemus (1921).  16mo (4 1/4 x 5 1/2”), 
cloth backed pictorial boards, pictorial paste-
on, 127p., Fine condition in dust wrapper (dw 
frayed at spine ends and with shelf soil else 
VG).  This edition is illustrated by  MARGARET 
CAMPBELL HOOPES with 13 charming full page 
color illustrations plus 35 line illustrations in 
text.  A perfect book for little hands and a great 
copy. $150.00

WITH	ORIGINAL	WATERCOLOR	AND	LETTER
455.	STEVENSON,ROBERT	 LOUIS.	 	 TREASURE	 ISLAND.  Philadelphia: 
Anderson Books 1930 (1930). 4to (7 1/4 x 10 1/4”), pictorial buckram, 240p., 
FINE IN SLIP CASE (flaps repaired).  First edition and No. 1 of the Anderson 
Books.  Illustrated by LYLE JUSTIS with a profusion of lightly hand-colored 
drawings all throughout the text.  LAID 
IN IS AN ORIGINAL WATERCOLOR OF 
DANIEL BOONE BY JUSTIS AND A 5 
PAGE HANDWRITTEN LETTER BY JUSTIS 
TO HIS PARENTS.  The art measures 4 
1/2 x 6”.  The letter to his parents details 
Justis’ trip to England via ship. He mentions 
meeting “a young Philadelphian artist named 
Henry Pitz”.  In describing the people 
aboard ship he writes: “First class was 
composed mainly of new rich Jews with 
ornately new baggage and uneasiness of new 
surroundings.  Second was a more sedate 
and settled group and third was the class 
of the ship - young college chaps, artists, 
writers, musicians and show girls.”  This is a 
special copy of a lovely edition of this classic 
novel.  $500.00
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RARE	BRANDYWINE	BOOK
456.	(STILWELL	 (WEBER),SARAH)illus.	 	 KIDDIE-KAR	 BOOK by Richard 
Welsh. Philadelphia: Lippincott (1920).  Large oblong 4to (11 1/2 x 9 1/2”), cloth 
backed boards, pictorial paste-on, 
Fine in dust wrapper (dw slightly 
frayed).  1st and probably only 
edition of this charming picture 
book comprised of a series of nine 
poems meant to be read out loud 
to children. Each page of verse 
has a lovely detailed pictorial 
border by Stilwell and there are 
9 fine color plates plus pictorial 
endpapers and other smaller line 
illustrations - all featuring small 
children and most with the theme 
of the child’s kiddie-kar rider as 
well.  A rare children’s book by 
this Brandywine artist, especially 
in the dust wrapper.  $875.00

457.	 (STOBBS,WILLIAM)illus.
THREE	LITTLE	PIGS.		London: 
Bodley Head (1965).  Oblong 
4to (10 x 7 1/4”), cloth, Fine in 
near fine dust wrapper with one 
tiny closed tear.  1st edition. 
The text is from the circa 1860 
version by J. O. Halliwell.  Every 
page has a full page color litho 
by Stobbs in his distinctive 
broad, bold style.  A great 
version of this classic fairy 
tale. $125.00

SUTTON,	ADAH	LOUISE	–	162	 SWEDISH	SEE	264-5,	309								

SWIFT,	JONATHAN	–	387,	459	 SWISS	SEE	–	177,	180

458.	 (TARRANT,MARGARET)
illus.RHYMES	 OF	 OLD	
TIMES.  Boston & London: 
Medici Society, no date 
[1925].  8vo (5 1/8 x 8 3/4”), 
108p., pictorial cloth, Fine 
condition in fine dust wrapper. 
Probable first American 
edition.  Mother Goose and 
other nursery rhymes are 
illustrated by Tarrant with 16 
very  beautiful mounted color 
plates and 136 three-color and 
silhouette illustrations in-text 
as well as  pictorial endpapers.  
This is an unusually fine copy 
of very beautiful Mother 
Goose.Tarrant	 see	 also	
89. $275.00

TEASDALE,	SARA	–	251	 TEMPEST,	MARGARET	-	478
 

WONDERFUL	TENGGREN	/	GULLIVER	DRAWING	
459.	(TENGGREN,GUSTAF)illus.ORIGINAL	ART	-	GULLIVER  Offered here 
is a wonderfully detailed finished pencil drawing by Tenggren that appears in 
reduced size on page 87 of Tenggren’s Story Book published in 1944.  The image 
itself is 6” wide x 5.5” high, matted and framed to 15” square.  Pictured is the 
emperor as child, seated at a table and contemplating an egg.  Because the child 
cut his finger while breaking an egg, his father declared that thereafter, all eggs 
had to be opened at the smaller end, beginning a rebellion and a war with the 
empire of Blefuscu.  The son is drawn very much like one of the dwarves in Snow 
White.  A great image. $4500.00
(SEE	ILLUS	DIRECTLY	TO	THE	RIGHT	------->>>>>>>)

460.	THOMPSON,RUTH	PLUMLY.		KING	KOJO.	 Phil: McKay (1938).  4to, red 
cloth, pictorial paste-on, 239p., near Fine.  1st book ed. (previously serialized in 
King Comics).  This is the tale of King Kojo who rules over the land of Oh-Go-
Wan (near the Rolantic Ocean) and the adventures that happen there.  Brightly 
illustrated by MARGE (of Little Lulu fame) with color plates, pictorial endpapers 
and black & whites in-text.  See Schiller 392.  (SEE	ILLUS		TOP	NEXT	COLUMN)
 $500.00

461.	THOMPSON,RUTH	 PLUMLY.LETTERS	 FROM	 RUTH	 PLUMLY	
THOMPSON	TO	NEILL’S	WIFE	MOY	AND	RESPONSES.  Offered here are 
2 interesting Oz related handwritten letters and 2 typed.  All for $975.00

a. First is a letter from Neill’s wife “Moy” to Thompson reading in part: 
“ John and I were sorry we didn’t see you when you were in town last 
February.  I have thought of you many times since our meeting at the 
Oz Tea.... It seems to me that radio is a great field, and you and John 
ought to get together with your clever and fanciful ideas and cash in.”  

b. Thompson’s letter to Moy is typed and reads in part: “Too bad Oz in the 
hands of a company so limited and lacking in imagination and I suspect 
money, they do not keep the Oz books in print....Imagine that you heard 
that the Wiz of Oz Club is publishing my 20th story “Yankee in Oz” and let’s 
hope it will start a new trend and that Johnny’s book may find a taker also.” 

c. A second letter from Thompson to Mrs. Neill reads in part: “ It was a 
treat to meet you after these many years.  Think the Merry Munchkins 
enjoyed themselves out at Malvern.  I know I did... No one could or 
ever will be able to depict the Oz characters as perfectly as Johnny 
did.  Half the fun and zest left the books when other artists took over.”  

d. Mrs. Neill’s second letter reads in part “It is nice to know that 
there are so many Oz fans and the number seems to be growing.”
 $1200.00
(SEE	ILLUS	DIRECTLY	TO	THE	RIGHT	-------->>>>>>)

#459

#460
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FINE	COPY	IN	BOX
462.	(THOMSON,HUGH)illus.	 	QUALITY	STREET by J.M. Barrie.  [London]: 
Hodder & Stoughton, no date [1913].  Large thick 4to (8 1/2 x 10 3/4”), [198]p, 
purple cloth with elaborate 
gilt pictorial cover and spine. 
AS NEW IN ORIGINAL 
BOX WITH MOUNTED 
COLOR PLATE and plain 
paper wrapper (repair to 
box flaps). First edition.  
Illustrated with 22 beautiful 
tipped-in color plates with 
pictorial, lettered guards 
plus a few line illus. in-text 
and pictorial endpapers. The 
text is presented in play 
format.  This is an incredible 
copy with the ornate binding 
in pristine condition.  $600.00

TICE,	CLARA	-	6

	“SHIP	THAT	SAILED	TO	MARS”
463.	TIMLIN,WILLIAM.		THE	SHIP	THAT	SAILED	TO	MARS.	 London: George 
G. Harrap & Co., no date [1923].  Large 4to (9 1/2 x 12”), gilt decorated vellum-
backed boards, FINE IN DUST WRAPPER (dw lacks 2 x 2” piece off dw spine, 
some closed tears).  First edition, limited to a reported 2000 copies (including 
250 for America).  Every page of calligraphic text is individually mounted on heavy 
gray paper (48 pages of text).  The text is accompanied by 48 mounted color 
plates by Timlin that are really magnificent.  Timlin was born in England in 1893 
but finished his education in South Africa where he was trained as an architect.  
This is a beautiful copy of a most fabulous and desired fantasy tale.  $6200.00

TIMLIN	WATERCOLOR
464.	(TIMLIN,WILLIAM)illus.ORIGINAL	WATERCOLOR.  Offered here is a 
fabulous watercolor by William Timlin, best known for his Ship That Sailed to 
Mars.  The image measures 5.5 x 7” matted and magnificently framed to 13 x 
1.5” and is in fine condition.  Although Timlin was born in England, he was raised 
in South Africa.  Along with his success in painting, Timlin was also a practicing 
architect.  The “Ship” was Timlin’s masterpiece.  He executed a later series of 
pictures intended for a book to be called The Building of A Fairy City which 
was never published.  The piece offered here is signed by Timlin and captioned 
“Gossip” in his hand.  Done with rich colors in Timlin’s Rackhamesque style, the 
fanciful picture shows a huge tree trunk used as a house.  Standing at the door of 
the tree house is a young woman who is talking to a gnome-like man who is leaning 
on a fence.  Peeking out of a window in the tree house is an elf-like man.  Done with 
much detail and quite wonderful.  Timlin’s original work is quite rare. $8750.00

TINKER	TOY	PEOPLE
465.	TOYS.	 	 TINKER	 TOWN	TOM by Esther Ames. Chicago: Rand McNally 
(1924).  Small 4to, 95p., red cloth, pictorial paste-on, fine in chipped dust wrapper.  
1st ed.  Imaginatively illus. by ARNOLD HICKS with a full page color illustration 
facing each page of text, all showing tinker toy figures coming to life.  $250.00

TOYS	SEE	ALSO	18,	131,	240,	380	 TRADES	–	401,	434,	491

#461
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ART	DECO
466.	 TOZER,KATHARINE.		
MUMFIE’S	 MAGIC	 BOX.  
London: John Murray (1938). 
8vo (5 3/4 x 8 1/2”), cloth 
backed pictorial boards, 
221p., slight bit of edge 
wear else near Fine in dust 
wrapper (dw frayed on top 
edge).  Stated 1st edition.  
Mumfie (an elephant) 
encounters a baby pig with 
wings and tries to find him a 
home.  Featuring wonderful 
full page color illustrations 
plus black & whites by the 
author done in a style more 
typical of the 1920’s.  Rare 
in this condition.  $225.00

RARE	NISTER	MODEL	BOOK	OF	TRAINS
467.	TRAINS.THE	MODEL	BOOK	OF	TRAINS.  London & NY: Nister & Dutton, 
no date, circa 1904. 4to (10 1/4 X 12”), stiff pictorial card covers, some corner and 
edge wear else near Fine, complete and unused.  There are 6 chromolithographed 
leaves printed on one side of the paper, each with train related pieces that 
the child is to cut out and glue to make model train cars: coaches, coal carrier, 
goods vans, station and more.  There is text in verse illustrated in brown line to 
accompany the cut-outs.  Peeps Into Nisterland p.163.   Rare. $1250.00

WONDERFUL	RAILROAD	PICTURE	BOOK
468.	TRAINS.THE	 RAILROAD.  NY: Charles E. Graham, 1915.  Folio (10 x 
12 1/4”), flexible pictorial card covers, near Fine.  Each page has a large full 
page illustration 
with 3 or 4 lines of 
descriptive text at 
the bottom.  Featuring 
4 really fine full page 
chromolithographs, one 
striking double-page 
chromo plus 6 full pages 
in 3-color and 2 full 
pages in black line, all 
depicting train travel 
at the turn of the 19th 
century.  A great picture 
book. $200.00

TRAINS	SEE	ALSO	159,	321,	332	 TRIER,	WALTER	–	69

TUCK	PUBLISHER	–	2,	8,	65,	132,	332,	350,	491

469.	 TUDOR,TASHA.		
AROUND	 THE	 YEAR.	 
NY:OUP, 1957, oblong 8vo, 
cloth, Fine in sl. worn dw. 1st 
ed. Each month of the year 
is represented with a full 
page color or black and white 
illus. by Tudor. (Companion 
to A Is For Annabelle and 1 
is One).  A particularly nice 
copy.  $300.00

470.	TUDOR,TASHA.	 	 THE	 DOLL’S	 CHRISTMAS. NY: Oxford University 
Press 1950 (1950).  8vo (6 1/4 x 6 3/4”), red cloth, Fine in slightly soiled and 
frayed dust wrapper.  First edition (1st printing).  Illustrated with full page color 
illustrations throughout by Tudor.  The story of the Christmas party of two very 
old dolls.  $450.00

SIGNED	CALICO	BOOK	IN	DUST	WRAPPER
471.	TUDOR,TASHA.DORCAS	PORKUS.  NY: Oxford University Press (1942).  
16mo (4 x 4 3/4”) yellow polka-dotted cloth, slight fading to cover else VG+ in lightly 
soiled and frayed but VG dust wrapper.  1st edition (1st printing). of this Calico 
Book with calligraphic text by Hilda Scott.  Illustrated by Tudor with pictorial 
initials and with full page color illustrations facing each page of text.  THIS 
COPY IS SIGNED BY TUDOR.  A rare Tudor title, especially signed..  $2000.00

472.	 TUDOR,TASHA.		
EDGAR	 ALLAN	 CROW.	 
NY: Oxford University 
Press 1953 (1953).  8vo 
(6 1/4 x 6 3/4”), cloth, 
paste-on, near fine in dust 
wrapper (dw lightly toned).  
1st edition (1st printing) 
of one the most elusive 
Tudor books, illustrated 
in color throughout.  
A particularly nice 
copy.  $975.00

	SIGNED	COPY	
473.	TUDOR,TASHA.	 	 SNOW	 BEFORE	 CHRISTMAS.	  NY: Oxford Univ. 
Press (1941). 8vo (6 x 6 
5/8”), cloth, label paste-on, 
fine condition in near fine 
dust wrapper.  First edition 
(first printing).  this copy 
is SIGNED BY TUDOR.   
Illustrated by Tudor with 
a full page color illustration 
opposite each page of 
text.  The text is done in 
calligraphy by Hilda Scott. 
This is an excellent copy 
of an early Tudor title that 
is in great, great demand.
  $850.00

474.	(TUDOR,TASHA)illus.		INCREASE	RABBIT	by T.L. McCready.  NY:Ariel / 
Ferrar Strauss Cudahy.  8vo (6 1/4 x 8”), yellow pictorial cloth, Fine in dust wrapper 
with slight wear at head of spine. 1st edition, 1st printing.  Illustrated throughout 
in color and black and white and an unusually bright copy.  Very scarce.  $700.00

#475
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RARE	TUDOR	TITLE
475.	(TUDOR,TASHA)illus.	 	 MR.	 STUBBS	 by T.L. McCready.  NY: Farrar, 
Straus & Cudahy (1956). 8vo (6 1/4 x 8”), red pictorial cloth, 48p., Fine in VG+ 
dustwrapper slightly toned on edge. 1st edition (1st printing).  The story of a cat 
with practically no tail, illustrated in color throughout by Tudor (and written by 
her then husband McCready). A very, very scarce title.  (SEE	ILLUS	BOTTOM	
LAST	PAGE) $800.00

476.	(TUDOR,TASHA)illus.PEKIN	WHITE by T.L. McCready.  NY: Farrar Straus 
(1955).  8vo (6 1/4 x 8”), cloth, Fine in dust wrapper with worn areas and some repairs.  
1st edition (1st printing) of this rare and elusive Tudor title about a duck and his 
wife on a New Hampshire farm.  Illustrated in color throughout.  THIS COPY IS 
SIGNED BY McCREADY, Tudor’s husband at that time.  A rare title.  $900.00

477.	TWAIN,MARK.TOM	 SAWYER	 ABROAD by Huck Finn, edited by Mark 
Twain.  NY: Harp. Bros. 1894 (1894).  8vo, tan pictorial cloth, some very light 
spotting on covers and tiny pinhole on title page else fine.  1st ed. (variation A 
with 5 5/8” between the words Webster and Twain on spine).  Huck Finn is the 
narrator of the further travels and adventures of Tom Sawyer. Illus. with half-
tone plates by Dan Beard.  BAL 3440.Twain see also 497. $1250.00

FINE	COPY	OF	3rd	TITLE	IN
	LITTLE	GREY	RABBIT	SERIES

478.	UTTLEY,ALISON.THE	 GREAT	 ADVENTURE	 OF	 HARE.  London: 
William Heinemann (1931).  8vo (5 1/2 x 7”), boards, pictorial paste-on, Fine 
condition.  Printed in blue on coated paper, there are 24 wonderful full page 
color illustrations and pictorial endpapers by Margaret Tempest.  This is the 
third title in Uttley’s Little Grey Rabbit series, the first title of which was also 
Uttley’s first book.  A copy in this condition is extremely rare. $1200.00

VALENTINES	45,	203	 VER	BECK,	FRANK	-	297

STUNNING	CHROMOS	ROBINSON	CRUSOE	*	CATS	*	
MOTHER GOOSE

479.	VICTORIAN	 COLORPLATE.ROBINSON	 CRUSOE,	 THE	 CLEVER	 CATS	
&c.  London: Thomas Nelson, no date, ca 1880.  4to (9 x 11 1/2”), brown cloth 
extensively decorated in black and gold, with a central pictorial paste-on.  Except 
for a tiny bit of rear cover soil and some natural offsetting, this is in incredibly 
clean and Fine condition, printed on one side of the paper with pages mounted 
on cloth.  Containing the History of Robinson Crusoe (in rhyme), the Clever 
Cats, and Mother Goose rhymes.  Featuring 16 extraordinary richly colored full 
page chromolithographs: 4 Robinson Crusoe, 4 of humanized dandy cats (Bob 
of Belgravia, Tom Talons, Pussina & Fido, Tabby & Carlo), and 8 to accompany 
Mother Goose Rhymes (Little Polly Flinders, Turn Again Whittington, Rain Rain go 
to Spain, I Had a Little Husband, This Little Pig Went to Market, Baa Baa Black 
Sheep, Cross Patch, Young Lambs to Sell) - each with rich colors and fine detail.  
An amazing copy of a truly beautiful book from cover to cover.  $875.00
(SEE	ILLUS	DIRETLY	TO	THE	RIGHT	------>>>>>>>>)

1880	PICTURE	BOOK	WITH	DUST	WRAPPER
480.	VICTORIAN	COLORPLATE.	 	OLD	PROVERBS	WITH	NEW	PICTURES 
with rhymes by C.L. Mateaux.  London & NY: Cassell, Petter, Galpin, no date , circa 
1880,  4to (7 1/2 x 9 1/2”), 
64p., cloth backed pictorial 
boards, minor tip wear else 
FINE IN DUST WRAPPER 
(dw with several pieces off 
edges).  Traditional proverbs 
like the Early Bird Catches 
the Worm are presented and 
expanded upon with poems 
by Mateaux.  Illustrated 
by LIZZIE LAWSON with 
wonderful full page and 
smaller chromolithographs in 
the style of Kate Greenaway.  
Printed on heavy stock 
by KRONHEIM.  This is a 
great copy, rare in the dust 
wrapper.  $325.00

ELVES!
481.	 VICTORIAN	
COLORPLATE.IN	 AND	
OUT by Ismay Thorn.  
London: Swan Sonnenschien 
ca 1890. Small 4to, cloth 
backed pictorial boards, 
VG+.  Illustrated by LILY 
CHITTY with unusually 
charming chromolithographs, 
many of elves, to accompany 
poems by Thorn.  Nicer than 
the average book of this 
genre. $225.00

VICTORIAN	COLORPLATE	ALSO	2,	45,	132,	223,	235,	247,	291,	301,	333,	345,	
                                      378, 468

482.	 VOLLAND.BILLY’S	
FARM	 FRIENDS.  no place: 
Volland 1923.  8vo (6 7/8 x 
8 1/4”), cloth, light rubbing, 
near Fine.  Printed entirely 
on cloth, there are 7 full 
page color illustrations 
by Frederick Richardson, 
one opposite each page 
of text.  Each text page 
also has a smaller color 
illustration.  This is a nice 
copy of a rare Volland cloth 
book.   $250.00

#479
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BOXED	VOLLAND	-	JOHN	REA	ILLUSTRATIONS
483.	VOLLAND.BUDDY	JIM by Elizabeth Gordon.  Chicago: Volland (1922).  8vo, 
pictorial boards, FINE IN PUBLISHER’S BOX.  First edition.  Stories about a 
little boy named Jim and the creatures of the forest.  Illustrated with lovely 
color illustrations by JOHN RAE.  This is a nice copy of a title in Volland’s Nature 
Children’s Book series.  $300.00

	VOLLAND	FAIRIES	ILLUSTRATED	BY	ARTHUR	HENDERSON
484.	VOLLAND.LITTLE	BABS by George Mitchell.  Chic.: Volland (1919 no add. 
printings).  8vo, pictorial boards, fine in PICTORIAL BOX (box with some light wear).  
1st edition.  A scarce VOLLAND SUNNY BOOK illus. by ARTHUR HENDERSON 
with charming full page and smaller color illustrations to accompany this fairy 
tale featuring elves and anthropomorphized objects.  Very scarce. $350.00

	VOLLAND	INSCRIBED	WITH	SKETCH	BY	BRIGGS
485.	VOLLAND.	 	OH	SKIN-NAY!	THE	DAYS	OF	REAL	SPORT with verses 
by Wilbur Nesbit.  Chic: Volland (1913).  Oblong folio, cloth backed pictorial 
boards, light edgewear and cover soil, a few tiny margin mends, VG+.  A very 
scarce and unusual VOLLAND BOOK, every other page is illustrated with 3-color 
cartoon-like illustrations by [Clare] Briggs with verses by WILBUR NESBIT 
opposite. Text and illustration deal with the mis-adventures of typical middle-
America children - Skinnay and his friends.  THIS COPY IS INSCRIBED BY 
BRIGGS AND “SKIN-NAY” WITH A 3 INCH PEN DRAWING OF SKINNAY.  
This is Briggs’s first book and a rare and early Volland title.  $500.00

	BOXED	VOLLAND
486.	VOLLAND.	 	 PINKY	
PUP	 AND	 THE	 EMPTY	
ELEPHANT by Dixie Willson. 
Chic: Volland (1922, rev. 
ed. 1928).  Large Sq. 4to, 
cloth backed pictorial 
boards, near fine in original 
box (box with some soil 
and flap reinforcement).  
A very rare Volland 
title, this is beautifully 
illustrated in color by ERICK 
BERRY.  $650.00

3	VOLLAND	CAT	BOOKS	IN	BOX
487.	VOLLAND.PUNKY	DUNK: the	funniest	cat	ever.  Chicago: Volland (1912).  
Offered here are three books featuring Punky Dunk the cat and his friends:  
Punky Dunk and the Goldfish, Punky Dunk and the Spotted Pup and Punky Dunk 
and the Mouse.  Each book measures (4 5/8 x 6 1/4”) and are in fine condition, 
housed in the ORIGINAL PICTORIAL BOX.  Illustrated in color (illustrator not 
named) and printed on rectos only.  Very scarce in box. $600.00

VOLLAND	BOXED	SUNNY	BOOK	BY	RAE
488.	VOLLAND.		(RAE,JOHN)	GRASSHOPPER	GREEN	AND	THE	MEADOW	
MICE written and illus. by Rae. Chic: Volland (1922 no additional printings).  
Volland Sunny Book. 8vo, pictorial boards, FINE IN PUBLISHER’S PICTORIAL 
BOX! 1st ed.  Illus. by Rae with pictorial endpapers plus many color illustrations 
by JOHN RAE.  A beautiful copy.  $300.00

VOLLAND	ALSO	209,	213,	242,	397,	418

RARE	WAIN	TITLE
489.	WAIN,LOUIS.CATS	OF	ALL	SORTS.  London: Geographica, no date, circa 
1916.  Oblong folio (12 x 9 7/8”), pictorial wraps, some edge wear and small repair 
in margin of last page, VG+. Illustrated by Wain with 18 large full page plates - 8 
in full color and 10 in 3 color plus color cover.  The text is in the form of 3 or 
4 lines beneath each picture.  This is a rare Wain title with charming art work.  
(SEE	ALSO	REAR	COVER) $2500.00

490.(WAIN,LOUIS)illus.	 A	 LITTLE	 BOOK	 OF	 PUSSY	 CATS.  
(Worcester, U.K.): Little Folks Library [1908].  12mo, red pictorial cloth, 
88p., near fine.  21 verses about cats engaging in various activities, each 
illustrated by Wain with a full page red and black illustration of a cat 
and with red text decorations and decorated endpapers.  Rare.$975.00

	WAIN	BOOK	OF	TRADES
491.	 (WAIN,LOUIS)illus.
TINKER,	TAILOR by Edric 
Vredenburg.  London: Tuck 
[1914].  4to, cloth backed 
pictorial boards, pictorial 
paste-on, [144]p. including 
ads, tips rubbed, light wear 
else near fine.  A variety 
of trades are integrated 
into a story featuring 
humanized cats. Illustrated 
by Wain with 12 fabulous 
color plates plus hundreds 
of black &whites and 
pictorial endpapers.  Very 
scarce and some great Wain 
work. $1875.00

WEISGARD,	LEONARD	–	80,	81	 WEST	INDIES	-	68
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492.	(WIESE,KURT)illus.GREASED	 LIGHTNING by Sterling North.  
Philadelphia: John C. Winston (1940).  4to (7 1/4 x 10 1/4”), pictorial cloth, Fine 
in slightly worn dust wrapper.  First edition.  The story features a little pig 
who was the runt of the litter.  Wonderfully illustrated with bright color lithos 
and black & whites Wiese.  The colors are so rich they almost seem to be hand 
colored.  Very scarce and a nice copy. $200.00

493.	(WIESE,KURT)illus.TITO	 THE	 PIG	 OF	 GUATEMALA by Charlotte 
Jackson.  NY: Dodd Mead 1940 (1940).  4to (7 x 10”), cloth backed pictorial 
boards, Fine in dust wrapper.  1st edition. The story of a naughty pig owned by a 
little Indian boy.  Illustrated by Wiese with stunning, bold color lithographs and 
in black and white - more typical of the 1920’s to ‘30’s than 1940.  A beautiful 
copy of a scarce title.  THIS COPY IS SIGNED BY THE AUTHOR. $225.00

WIESE,	KURT	ALSO	75-77,	82,	182

494.	WILDE,OSCAR.	 	 THE	 HAPPY	 PRINCE	 AND	 OTHER	 STORIES.  NY: 
Frederick Stokes (September 1913). 8vo (5 1/2 x 8 1/4”), blue gilt cloth, 
pictorial paste-on, 204p., fine 
condition in dust wrapper with 
mounted color plate (chip at 
top of spine of dw otherwise 
fine).  First edition. 7 fairy 
tales by Wilde are illustrated 
with 8 haunting color plates by 
SPENCER BAIRD NICHOLS. 
Contains: The Happy Prince, 
The Selfish Giant,  The Young 
King, The Star Child, The 
Birthday of the Infanta The 
Nightingale and the Rose and 
The Fisherman and His Soul.  
A beautiful edition, rare in the 
dust wrapper. $400.00

495.	 (WILLIAMS,	 GARTH)illus.	 THE	
CRICKET	 IN	 TIMES	 SQUARE by George 
Selden.  NY: Farrar Strauss (1960).  8vo 
(6 1/4 x 8 1/2”), pink cloth, 151p., Fine in 
dust wrapper frayed at spine ends and 
corners.  Stated 1st printing of this modern 
classic, illustrated with color wrapper and 
many detailed black & whites by GARTH 
WILLIAMS.  Although not his first book, 
it is certainly the title that brought Selden 
fame and it is very scarce in the first edition. 
NEWBERY HONOR. $550.00

	ANTI-HITLER	PICTURE	BOOKS	
-	2	BOOKS	IN	ONE

496.	 WORLD	 WAR	 II.HET	 BEEST	 IS	
DOOD!	[THE	BEAST	IS	DEAD] [by] Victor 
Dancette. Arnhem & Brussel: S. Gouda Quint 

/ D. Brouwer En Zoon 1946.  Folio (10 3/4 x 14 1/2”), 2 volumes in 1, cloth backed 
pictorial boards, some edge and corner wear, VG+.  First edition in Dutch (two 
volumes in one) having been published in France La Bete Est Morte.  Published 
to celebrate the end of the Nazi occupation of France, these two volumes (the 
first subtitled “Het Beest is Losgebroken [The Beast is Loose] and Het Beest is 
Verslagen [The Beast is Defeated] are boldly and quite fantastically illustrated 
in full color on every page by CALVO in almost a Disney-like style.  The history 
of the French in World War II is presented in allegorical form through a world 
of humanized animals.  Hitler and the Nazi’s are portrayed as wolves with devil 
ears, the French are Rabbits, Russians are polar bears, British are “Churchill-
esque” bulldogs and the Americans are bison.  Charles de Gaulle and the free 
French are elegant swans, Nazi Propaganda Minister Josef Goebbels is a weasel 
and Luftwaffe Commander Herman Goering is a fat pig. There is much action and 
detail and it is quite amazing.    $950.00

WORLD	WAR	I	-	224

TWAIN	AND	WYETH

497.	(WYETH,N.C.)illus.		THE	MYSTERIOUS	

STRANGER by Mark Twain.  NY: Harper and 

Bros. (1916 K-Q).  4to (7 1/4 x 9 1/2”), black 

gilt cloth, top edge gilt, pictorial paste-on, 

neat owner inscription on endpaper, Fine.  First 

edition, first printing.  Illustrated by Wyeth 

with cover plate plus 7 beautiful color plates in 

text.  This is a fine combination of talents and 

an increasingly scarce first printing.  $750.00

RARE	SIGNED	WYETH
498.	(WYETH,N.C)illus.	 	 THE	 ODYSSEY	 OF	 HOMER translated by G.H. 
Palmer. Boston: Houghton Mifflin 1929.  4to (8 x 11”), blue gilt pictorial cloth 
with pig-skin spine and leather label, 314p., Fine IN ORIGINAL BOX.   LIMITED 
TO 550 NUMBERED COPIES SIGNED BY WYETH AND PALMER INCLUDING 
AN EXTRA SUITE OF PLATES IN AN ENVELOPE.  illustrated by Wyeth with 
pictorial endpapers and 16 magnificent mounted color plates.  Also features a 1 
page facsimile letter from Palmer to the publishers, and a note on the book by 
Wyeth.  One of the scarcest of all Wyeth books rarely found complete with the 
extra illustrations and box.  $3750.00

ROBIN	HOOD	IN	DUST	WRAPPER
499.	(WYETH,N.C.)illus.	 	 ROBIN	HOOD.  
Philadelphia: McKay 1917.  4to (7 1/2 x 9 
1/2”), green gilt cloth, pictorial paste-on, 
top edge gilt, 362p., slight edge rubbing and 
foxing else Fine IN DUST WRAPPER (dw 
frayed with some chips).  1st Wyeth edition, 
illustrated by him with cover plate, pictorial 
endpapers and title page plus 8 beautiful 
color plates.  One of Wyeth’s most popular 
books, scarce in the dust wrapper.  $875.00

#496

box



#177 - Fantastic Fantasy #489 - Rare Louis Wain title

#133 - rare oversize doll cutouts #240 - Hebrew picture book

#408 - Roycrofter’s golf book for children #108 - Chris Conover Mother Goose watercolor

#51 - Rare Oz Toybook intact

#111 - Palmer Cox original art


